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1 Course Design

Motivation

- Conceptualization of modeling methods
- Illustration of a domain-specific method
- Hands-on experience with meta modeling tools

Course Objectives

- Conceptualization of an IT-based modeling method using ADOxx
- Implementation of an up-to-date modeling tool for the SERM approach
- Functional requirements: design data model, derive executable SQL code

https://www.uni-bamberg.de/seda/studium/lehrveranstaltungen-im-ss-2017/masterseminar-metamodellierung/
1 Course Design

Meta-modeling project seminar

- Seminar in curriculum of IS Master of Science
- Carried out as a project
- Small team of master students
- Integrated theory and hands-on sessions → instantaneous feedback

Phases

1. Preliminary – tools and modeling language
2. Foundations – modeling method conceptualization
3. Formalization – SERM in FDMM
4. Design and Implementation – SERM on the ADOxx platform
2.1 Preliminary – Tools and Modeling Language

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation

Tools

- Introduction to software tools for meta modeling and programming
- Meta modeling with ADOxx Client-Server 1.5
- GraphRep tools for creating notation
- Notepad++ text editor with ADOscript syntax highlighting
2.1 Preliminary – Tools and Modeling Language

**Modeling Language**

- **Domain:** Data Modeling
- **Language:** *Structured Entity-Relationship Model (SERM)* by Sinz¹ (1992)
- Re-cap of language known from Bachelor-level courses
- Models contain E-, R-Type (like ERM) and ER-Type with edges for cardinalities

![SERM Diagram](image)

**Dependencies of E-/R-/ER-Types**

1. emeritus, former head of SEDA
2.2 Foundations – Method Conceptualization

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation

- Conceptualization of modeling method according to Karagiannis and Kühn (2002), Fill and Karagiannis (2013)

Components of modelling methods (Karagiannis and Kühn 2002)
2.2 Foundations – Method Conceptualization

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation

- Conceptualization of modeling method according to Karagiannis and Kühn (2002), Fill and Karagiannis (2013)

Roles and Languages in ADOxx

2.2 Foundations – Method Conceptualization

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation

- Optimize for Platform or Modeler?

- Conflict between b. and c., depends on instance
- E.g. represent each of the 4 SERM edges as 4 separate Relation Class or one Relation Class with attributes?
2.3 Formalization – SERM in FDMM

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation

- Introductory lecture (45 minutes) by example of FDMM publication (Fill 2013)
- No FDMM experience, student draft, revision
- Technology-independent, conscious design choices

- Model Type
  \[ MT_{SERM} = (O^T_{SERM}, D^T_{SERM}, A_{SERM}) \]

- Object Type
  \[ O^T_{SERM} = \{ DOT, EType, ERType, RType, DOTRelation, Triangle, DotToTriangle, TriangleToER, Record_Attributes, Record_Inherited_Attributes \} \]

- Type DOT (data object type) as basis

  - \( EType \leq DOT \)
  - \( ERType \leq DOT \)
  - \( RType \leq DOT \)

  \[ \text{domain}(relatesFrom) = \{ DOTRelation \} \]
  \[ \text{range}(relatesFrom) = \{ DOT \} \]
  \[ \text{card}(DOTRelation, relatesFrom) = \{ 1, 1 \} \]

[...]
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2.4 Implementation – SERM on ADOxx

- Extension of ADOxx meta model for abstract syntax
- Class DOT („data object type“) with sub-types of SERM model elements ERTyp, ETyp, RTyp
- Design choice for SERM generalization concept as multiple sub-classes of Relation Class
- Attributes Key, Datatype for SQL derivation

Roles and Languages in ADOxx

2.4 Implementation – SERM on ADOxx

- Implementation of concrete syntax
- According GraphRep definitions for model elements, generalization
2.4 Implementation – SERM on ADOxx

Transformation to SQL – Architecture

ADOxx → Export → XML → Saxon 9 → SQL → PostgreSQL DBMS

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation
2.4 Implementation – SERM on ADOxx

Preliminary ➔ Foundations ➔ Formalization ➔ Design & Implementation

- Transformation to SQL – Technologies and Algorithms
  1. Cardinalities for data types ➔ Constraints
  2. Dependency level calculation ➔ ADOscript
  3. Attribute and key inheritance ➔ Attributes and LEO Expressions
  4. SQL-Code generation by level ➔ XML and XQUERY

Dependencies of E-/R-/ER-Types
2.4 Implementation – SERM on ADOxx

Preliminary → Foundations → Formalization → Design & Implementation

- Finished product
- Sample model for evaluation
3 Experiences and Recommendations

Experiences of Students and Teachers

- Experience evaluation from students and teachers
- Students had prior knowledge of SERM approach and SQL
- No prior experience with meta modeling or ADOxx
- Learning results
  - Technologically:
    - XML, XQuery, ADOxx, ADOscript
  - Methodologically:
    - Meta modeling, tool implementation, enterprise modeling
- For teaching, a project-type course works best
- Frequent interactions and hands-on sessions, e.g. alternating with theory
- Challenge: provide tools and resources on all abstraction levels
3 Experiences and Recommendations

Recommendations for Future Projects

- Definition of project goals with regard to modeling language
- Existing meta models and other material with consideration of sufficiency
- Conscious design decisions, for implementation or re-implementation
  → Inter-linkages in domain, processing, handling
- Illustration of examples and best practices
- Enable collaboration of participants by providing resources and tools
OMiLAB – SERM on ADOxx

Structured Entity Relationship Modeling Method on ADOxx
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Area of Application

The area of application of the SERM modeling tool is data modeling. In particular, the underlying method and the tool implementation support the handling of large data models and their transformation to the relational model.

The SERM modeling method has been invented by Prof. Dr. Elmar Sinz (University of Bamberg) and described in various publications. In addition to its use in multiple courses on conceptual modeling, databases and business informatics it has also been taken up by industry for dealing with large and complex database schemata.

Abstract

This project deals with data modeling according to the Structured Entity Relationship modeling approach. The current implementation has been created within a student project carried out by Thilo Maximilian Glässner, Florian Heumann and Luca Keßler under the supervision of the SEDA team consisting of Felix Härer, Andreas Steffen and Prof. Dr. Hans-Georg Fill. The packaging of the modeling tool for the deployment as an MS Windows package has been accomplished by Benedikt Reitemeyer.